
Free bead pattern and Video
tutorial for earrings Zoe
If you’re a bead beginner in the world of jewelry-making,
making beaded earrings is a great place to start. With the
rise of beadwork and beadweaving, there are so many materials
to choose from, including gemduo, tila, fire polished beads,
and seed beads. In this earrings tutorial, we’ll be using
these materials to create a beautiful pair of beaded earrings.
The step by step instructions in the video are perfect for
beginners,  so  don’t  worry  if  you’ve  never  tried  beadwork
before. Making your own beaded earrings is not only fun and
rewarding, but it’s also a great way to express your personal
style. With a little bit of practice, you’ll be able to create
unique and beautiful pieces that will be the envy of your
friends. So gather your materials and follow along with our
free bead pattern. You’ll be amazed at how easy it is to
create your own DIY earrings. Plus, making your own jewelry is
a great way to save money and create something truly special.
So what are you waiting for? Dive into the world of beaded
earrings and start your journey into DIY jewelry making today!

This time you can watch even video tutorial on Youtube. Click
here to go to youtube tutorial or find the video in the end of
this post.  Free bead diagrams and pdf tutorial are availible
as usually.

https://beadsmagic.com/free-bead-pattern-and-video-tutorial-for-earrings-zoe/
https://beadsmagic.com/free-bead-pattern-and-video-tutorial-for-earrings-zoe/
https://youtu.be/Xc3Gcvk4XM8
https://youtu.be/Xc3Gcvk4XM8
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Materials:

gemduo beads

czech tile beads 2 holes (rutkvsky)

seed beads toho 15/0

fire polished beads 4 mm

earrings hook
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fireline 0,12 mm

U can download this pattern in pdf format by clicking the pdf
button in the end of this post.

Click on the diagram to enlarge it.
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NOTE: We don’t mind if you sell the projects that you make
with our patterns, but please mention that you got the pattern
from beadsmagic.com.

Dont forget to share your beaded jewelry in our facebook group
– facebook.com/groups/beadsmagicpatterns

https://www.facebook.com/groups/beadsmagicpatterns

